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The white cat Rui Lin followed behind, happily picking up the loot and pulling down his speed,
but Lin Hao didn't dare to fall behind in the slightest, even speeding up even more, running
wildly towards the southwest.

After catching up with Xiong Er, Lin Hao found that Xiong Er was resting and

gave him a slap on the head: "What the hell are you resting for, hurry up and follow him to save

the others!"

"Big Boss, even tool bears aren't made like you." Xiong Er cried out in aggravation,
he was so successful in battle and had killed so many people, it was hard to take a break to catch
his breath, only to have Lin Hao order him to continue on to kill a bloody path.

Xiong Er was in denial both in his heart and body, his energy was incomparably
full, but tired was really tired!

However, upon seeing Lin Hao's hand raised again, ? 意遮珊伍西地意珊?
Xiong Er leapt out with a jolt, squeezing out a smile that was worse than tears, "Just kidding, am
I tired? I'm not tired at all, I'm just so resistant to being built, I'm such a conscious tool bear!
Ulla!"

Not long after Lin Hao and his group had left, the young master of the Silverwing
Clan, Gu Tian, who had been the first to be killed by Lin Hao, his hollow chest rose and fell



slightly, a holy silver aura slowly flowed, and the bloody wound that had exploded in his chest,
surprisingly, continued to wriggle and slowly began to heal at a speed visible to the naked eye.

The corpses of the dead Silver Wing tribe members around him emitted a dark
Yin Qi, which did not rise to be absorbed by the clouds, but quickly converged towards Gu

Tian's body.

Before long, Gu Tian's entire body was covered in a dense to extreme Yin Qi, and
his holy Silver Wings were tainted with a cold and filthy black light.

Gu Tian slowly opened his eyes, and he found that his strength had surprisingly

risen another level, breaking the barrier of a third-grade Illusionary Spirit Master and becoming a

fourth-grade early stage Illusionary Spirit Master.

But the dense Yin Qi around him, as well as the cold, murderous spirit filled his

consciousness.

Howl!

Gu Tian let out a beast-like hiss, his eyes were red, and he was a killing machine.

Gu Tian had come to life, but the Gu Tian that came to life was no longer Gu Tian.



"Lin Hao and his group are fleeing to the southwest, you head towards the

southwest and cooperate with the white-eyed wolf clan to kill all these humans!" The voice of
Long Kai Tian suddenly rang out in Gu Tian's mind.

Gu Tian once again let out a beastly hiss and directly charged up into the sky, his
wings shrouded in Yin Qi, surprisingly not being suppressed by the Yun Meng Ze formation at all,
and directly rushing towards the southwest at lightning speed.

But it was normal, nowadays the whole Cloud Dreaming Marshal was under the

control of the Red Umbrella Judge, and now that Gu Tian was assimilated, it was not surprising
that he was able to fly and sweep in this Cloud Dreaming Marsh.

After Gu Tian left, the figure of Long Kai Tian, who was shrouded in Yin Qi,
slowly appeared, his gaze ice-cold as he looked to the southwest, his face fierce with indignation:
"Lin Hao! Why! Why have you always been so strong!"

"I sold my soul and made a deal with the Demon God to gain great power, why,
why have you become stronger again!" Long Kai Tian hated, these spirit beasts, the Ancient Gods,
were originally attracted by Long Kai Tian, just to consume Lin Hao!

To consume Lin Hao to the point of exhaustion, and then let Lin Hao watch, one
by one, as his loved ones died, and there was nothing he could do about it, that was simply too
much of a protective pleasure.

He did, but after killing six people from the Yun family, the others actually
escaped by dying hard, and what Long Kai Tian didn't expect the most was that Lin Hao and the
others were so strong as a whole!



Lin Hao's group, apart from Ye Yu who was a chicken, all the others were actually
above the third rank Illusionary Spirit Master in combat power!

What was even more terrifying was that Lin Hao's sword, which Long Kai Tian

didn't even have the confidence to block, even though he was now a fourth ranked Illusionary

Spirit Master!

The reason why Long Kai Tian had survived until now was patience and resilience,
so Long Kai Tian designed to continue to consume Lin Hao and the others!

He didn't believe that the spirit beasts and Ancient Gods of the entire Yun Meng

Ze could not destroy Lin Hao!

Although he couldn't kill Lin Hao, but killing all the people around him and

seeing Lin Hao's painful and suffocating appearance was the greatest pleasure of his revenge!

Chapter 2112

To the southwest, about an hour's walk away from Lin Hao's location, an earth-shattering battle

broke out in this jungle.

A group of white-eyed wolves with fur like snow, resembling giant Erha, were
fighting against a group of Ancient God Trials!



This was a miscellaneous group of Ancient God Race trialists, from all races,
forming a combat squad of more than thirty people, and there were even hundreds of White-Eyed
Wolves on the White-Eyed Wolf Race's side.

This pack of white-eyed wolves was a spirit beast pack within the Cloud

Dreaming River, with strong strength and pure bloodlines. They were ordered to kill the humans
and their pack would be able to flourish in the Cloud Dream Swamp, otherwise, their clan would
be exterminated!

Most of these white-eyed wolves were one metre tall and three metres long, with
fur like snow, and their appearance was quite similar to Erha's, with a pair of blood-coloured
pupils that made them formidable.

The leader was none other than the clan leader of the white-eyed wolf clan, Bai
Erha!

The Yun family had three Illusionary Spirit Masters who were killed by a single
bite of Bai Erha, and in order to gain more, he led the wolf clan and continued hunting humans!

In this open space where the two sides were facing each other, Zhao Chen, covered
in wounds, was kneeling on one knee, his right hand holding a large sword stuck in the ground,
holding his body strongly, unable to speak at all, and when he did, a large mouthful of blood
gushed out.

Lin Yin was covered in blood and lying dirty on the ground, her battle soldiers
were unable to coalesce.



"Zhao Chen, do you think we're really going to die here?" Lin Yin spoke
incomparably weakly, they had fought to exhaustion, these white-eyed wolves were bloodthirsty
and ruthless, their moves were deadly, even though they used all their strength, they still couldn't
resist in the end.

If it wasn't for these bastards of the Ancient Gods who rushed out to rob them and

confront the White-Eyed Wolves in the nick of time, I'm afraid they would have been left out in

the cold.

"It won't happen! Absolutely not!" Zhao Chen gritted his teeth and swallowed the

blood that gushed out hard, "I promised your brother that I would protect you! Even if I die, it will
be my death, and I won't let these beasts hurt you even a little bit!"

"Zhao Chen, look into my eyes." Lin Yin pursed her lips and twisted her head with
all her strength to look in Zhao Chen's direction. Although Lin Yin was very weak, her face was
bloodless and her clothes were soaked with blood, but those eyes were crystal clear and so

charming like a blinding starburst.

Zhao Chen turned his head with difficulty and looked at Lin Yin, as if such a slight
movement was all he could muster.

"Zhao Chen, look me in the eyes and say, you protected me so desperately and

saved me from danger several times, just because my brother asked you to take care of me?" Lin
Yin's eyes were flowing with tears, and her affection was all expressed with her eyes.



Zhao Chen was like an electric shock, subconsciously wanting to avoid Lin Yin's
gaze, but he didn't dare, he could only look Lin Yin straight in the eyes, "Yes, your brother was
my former captain, he saved my life, my life is his, I can die for you, because my life is your

brother's."

"You like? Er wu yi yi shan steak chayi? Do I. "

"No. You and I are just comrades in arms, you are the captain's sister and my

sister." Zhao Chen speaks with difficulty, his heart hurts so much that he cannot breathe: girl, I
love you, I love you ah, I really want to say it out loud, I love you ah!

But I can't, because I'm going to die soon, but even if I die, I'll let you live!

I have a way to keep you alive!

I can't let you live with pain, a man who is going to die doesn't deserve love, it's
endless torture for the living.

"Heh." Lin Yin laughed to himself, then spoke, "You know, Zhao Chen, you are
really bad at lying, your eyes can't fool anyone, everyone is dying, would it kill you to say

something to make me happy?"

"No, you won't die! I, I have a way to keep you alive, my Zhao family has a

family heirloom that can get you out of here alive." Zhao Chen spoke in a hurry, even getting a
little angry, "You can't die unless I allow you to, give me a good life!"
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A pale smile appeared on Lin Yin's face and she closed her eyes, no longer paying attention to the
somewhat furious Zhao Chen.

Lin Yin thought clearly, she already knew Zhao Chen's mind, she had gotten the

answer she wanted to get, she had no regrets and could go to her death in peace.

Her parents died early and she followed her brother. But her brother was killed in
the line of duty on a dangerous mission for the Dragon Squad, and in order to take revenge and

become like her brother, Lin Yin trained like crazy and eventually joined the Dragon Squad's
reserve.

Zhao Chen takes care of her and saves her life several times, but is it really
because of her brother's wish?

With her parents gone and her brother gone, there would be no point in her living

if Zhao Chen died here too.

"Bai Erha!What the hell do you want? I'm telling you, if we really have to fight to
the death, none of us will get any benefit! These two humans, we must have one!" A bull-headed
man on the Ancient God Clan's side roared openly, holding up a large spike rake.



"Bullshit! Come if you want to die, I have never been afraid of anyone!" Bai Erha
looked disdainfully at the ancient gods across the street? Serving Wu Yi Wu Yi Ai Shan Er? The

clan powerhouse laughed coldly.

Then, a hundred white-eyed wolves, led by Bai Er-Ha, raised their heads to the

sky and wailed: ow, ow, ow, ow!

"Ow!"

However, another odd wolf howl rang out.

The white-eyed wolves of the white-eyed wolf clan couldn't help but stare.

Lin Yin and Zhao Chen were similarly stunned, glancing at each other and seeing

both sides' thoughts through each other's eyes... Huh, why does this sound sound so familiar?

"Ow, the bear people will never be slaves!" Bear Two was in a hurry, being forced
by Lin Hao with his sword qi behind him, unable to run fast enough to get a direct sword poke in
the butt, otherwise how could Bear Two have come so fast!

"Yo, so lively, huh?" Xiong Er finally arrived, not only did Xiong Er arrive, Lin
Hao also arrived, but didn't strike first, instead he quietly set up a formation on the periphery, he
wanted to end these bastards in one pot!



He had heard clearly not long ago that the White-Eyed Wolves had killed three

human powerhouses from the trials, these bastards, they had to die!

Zhao Chen and Lin Yin were here, so the one who was killed was either the Yun

family or probably Chen Kai!

"Crap, is this Erha so big? Roar hahaha, this is rich!" Xiong Er was so excited that
his saliva flowed down indisputably ah, bared and bared incessantly.

Lin Yin and Zhao Chen both had smiles on their faces after the robbery, it was so
good that reinforcements had arrived.

In the eyes of Xiong Er, a foodie, this White-Eyed Wolf Clan was simply a

fragrant delicacy!

The White-Eyed Wolf Clan, in danger!

Lin Yin completely relaxed and was surprisingly in the mood to speak, "Bear Two,
the White Eyed Wolves are so cute, how can you eat White Eyed Wolves! Put less chillies, I've
been on fire the last few days and can't eat chillies." After saying that Lin Yin and Zhao Chen,
could no longer top themselves and directly passed out.

Their physical strength and aura had all been overdrawn to the limit, and it was

not easy for them to hold on until now.



Lin Hao dashed to the two of them and quickly transferred a power filled with life
essence into their bodies, and the azure inscription containing the power of faith also emitted a soft
blue light, enveloping their bodies.

Lin Hao was surprised to find that this power, which was made from the

convergence of the power of faith, had a very great effect on the two men's injuries.

However, they did not wake up from their deep sleep because they were too tired.

After confirming that the two were not in danger of dying, Lin Hao also breathed
a sigh of relief and looked with a cold gaze towards the White-Eyed Wolf Clan, as well as those
strange-looking Ancient God Clansmen.

"Big Boss, have you decided yet? Steamed or braised? A big pot of stew would

be good too!" Bear Two yelled in a majestic manner, he could barely master the flood of power in
his body, it was so good to tear the spirit beasts apart with his hands.

"Ow, still want to steam or braise, haha, weak human, say it, how do you want to

die!" The white-eyed wolf king, Bai Erha, was so excited.

"Boss, do it, haha, there were two humans that weren't enough to share, now there

are three more at once, this is a fortune." Each of the White-Eyed Wolves were wailing with

excitement.



Chapter 2114

Even those Ancient God Race powerhouses were excited as hell at this point, this was great, even
if theWhite-Eyed Wolf King wanted to take half points with them they didn't want to, they had to
wipe out all these humans.

"Erdrop, Erdrop, all Erdrop!" A late third-class minotaur yelled in excitement.

Chayi grasping the ersi flicking the yi flick? "You vile spirit beasts don't deserve
these humans, they're all ours." The powerful people on the Ancient God Clan's side roared in

anger, and the power in their bodies exploded to the extreme without hesitation, the raging aura
surging, causing the wind to gust around them.

Lin Hao and the others hadn't even made a move yet, and both sides had already

drawn their swords and almost gotten into a fight.

"What should we do Xiong Er, we can't fight!" Lin Hao suddenly spoke in a bit of
panic, while giving a look towards Lin Ruoshi, knowing her father better than her daughter, Lin
Ruoshi almost instantly understood.

Lin Ruoshi hastily communicated with Xiong Er's mind, allowing him to

cooperate, a flash of feet in his eyes, a scared face flung into Lin Hao's arms, weakly shouting,
"Daddy, I'm scared, oooh, it's so scary, what should we do, are we, are we going to die here
today?"



"Ow, can't beat that, scared the bear to death." Bear Two had been very reluctant

to do so, but after all, Lin Ruoshi his master, he had no choice but to cooperate immensely and lie

down on the ground, shivering as if he was frightened by the powerful formation on the other side.

Meow?

The white cat Rui Lin saw this scene in front of him and meowed, what is the
situation?

What happened? Brother Xiong Er, where's your aura of tearing apart a spirit
beast?

And big brother Lin Hao, where was your dominance when you split a dozen
Minotaurs in two with a raised hand?

This, what is this?

Although Ye Yu was very weak, she was at least able to stay awake, she was also
a bit confused at this moment, what was the situation, did Captain Lin and the others collectively
get the wrong script?

But fortunately, Ye Yu was also quick to react, and hurriedly asked Lin Hao

weakly, with a face of shock and fear as well, "Captain, what should we do Captain, did you say

you were going to take us out alive?"



The first thing he did was to look at the change in Ye Yu's demeanor, and he could
see it in his eyes.

He was so embarrassed not to cooperate.

The white tiger's shadow loomed over him, and with the terrifying increase in his
bloodline power, his strength remained at the realm of a third-ranking peak illusionary spirit

warrior: "Don't you dare hurt my friends! Even if I die, I will bite a piece of flesh off of you!"

"Me too, don't you guys, don't try to hurt my daughter." Lin Hao very stiffly

gripped his sword and stepped forward, though the panic on his face and the apprehension in his

tone completely betrayed his heart.

"Haha, weak human, I admire your protective mentality, here's the deal, as long
as you behave, I can just kill you and not your daughter." That bull-headed man laughed

incomparably wildly, in fact, he was thinking in his heart, huh, when all these humans are given
to kill, that little human girl, won't she be able to be taken as much as she wants?

"Young City Master Ruilin, you are from our Spirit Beast clan, don't lie to us, how
could you possibly be friends with a human, hehe, just say it if you want to eat alone!" Bai Erha
sneered as he looked at the white cat.

"Hu, nonsense!" Ruilin looked flustered.



"Haha, I got you! It won't do to eat alone, you're not bad, but are you sure you can
eat alone, why don't we work together? We can give you a human slot!" Although Bai Erha had
some meat on his bones, but this Rui Lin was not bad in strength, plus although theWhite Cat clan

was suppressed by the gods, the overall strength was really not weak, Bai Erha did not want to

offend too completely.

"Bullshit! This is my human friend, you are not allowed to slander me! Our
friendship is so pure, how can it be measured by a quota?" Rui Lin raged in righteous indignation.

Bai Erha, on the other hand, lit up, how could he not understand what Rui Lin

meant by that? The implication was: this is my friend, therefore, it has to be paid up!
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The white Erha scratched his chin with his wolf paw and spoke carelessly, "Two humans!"

"You can insult me, but you can't insult my pure friendship with humans, I don't
agree!" Rui Lin was like a big tiger that had exploded into a fury, glaring at Bai Erha with open
teeth and claws.

"The people you brought with you belong to you, the rest all belong to our
White-Eyed Wolf Clan, if you don't agree, get lost." Bai Erha frowned, this was the upper limit of
his heart's price, not to mention that Bai Erha had other ideas, after taking out these Ancient Gods
Clan, the entire White Eyed Wolf Clan could still deal with you, Ruilin, with certainty.

In front of the huge benefits, Bai Erha also does not mind taking a huge risk.



Rui Lin, who was just feeling insulted with a sad face, listened to Bai Erha's words
and raised his eyebrows in a flash: "Good Brother Wolf, may we have a good cooperation, Brother
Wolf, you can deal with these shameless Ancient Gods Clan without worry, I'll watch over these
humans for you."

"White Cat you fucking betrayed us!" Bear Two rushed towards White Cat in anger,
his mouth even cursing.

Lin Ruoshi even spoke up with tears in her eyes, "Oooh, big white cat how can you

do this, we are good friends."

"Bah, friends are worth a few dollars." Rui Lin's expression was one of disdain,
and when faced with Xiong Er, who was running over, Rui Lin threw a paw directly at him.

Howling and howling!

Bear Two was lightly and easily swatted away by Ruilin a hundred metres away,
and knocked over a heavenly tree, wailing miserably on the ground and spurting out a mouthful

of blood in unparalleled cooperation.

Rui Lin was wrong for a moment, no way! He had only used 10% of his power,
was Xiong Er too unbeatable, or had he become stronger?



Lin Hao and Ye Yu looked at each other, helplessly holding their foreheads, come
on, this one is the essence of the drama, they still want to cooperate, now these two beasts all

finished the drama, there is nothing more for them.

When Bai Erha saw this scene, he was also relieved beyond words, and with an

owl, hundreds of white-eyed wolves rushed towards those Ancient Gods: "Go on, finish them off,
and all the humans are ours!"

"How dare you speak out of your mouth, vile beasts, let's kill them all together,
we'll get a share of all the humans!" The strong men from the Ancient God Clan also roared in

anger, since the White Cats were cooperating with the White-Eyed Wolves.

The white cats will be killed and the white cats will be killed, so they will have
enough to share the rest of the humans. The first thing you need to do is to kill them. If so many
white eyed wolves die, they will have to be reduced by almost half, right?

The white eyed wolf tribe and the ancient god tribe started an amazing melee,
both sides had no qualms about letting go and fighting for their lives, as for Lin Hao and his group,
apart from the white cat Rui Lin, the others they didn't give a damn about.

As for Ruilin, he was the overseer of them in style, and Xiong Er was also brought
back by the aggravated bara, and even for the sake of a vivid image, the white cat even let Lin
Hao run through a few times, then let him catch and capture them back.

Lin Hao was also made to cry and laugh by this guy, this guy actually got

addicted to acting.



"Bastard, I'm not human, but you're a real dog! Dog!" Xiong Er rebuked angrily at
the white cat repeatedly, while scowling at Lin Hao, as if to say: Big Boss, so many white-eyed
wolves, steamed or braised? I think it's a good idea to stew the wolves in an iron pot.

"Get lost, if you don't shut up I'll eat you now." Ruilin waved his paw: Actually I

think steaming is better, I'm a bit tired of eating roast meat lately.

Lin Ruoshi puffed up and glared at the white cat, "You lip cat, I don't like you
anymore, I was wrong about you."

Lin Ruo Shi's meaning was: "I was so hurt to see you hit my dad so hard, but you
still want to eat, I won't even give you soup, you're not cute at all!

He couldn't help it, he was acting in order to match Lin Hao's performance.

How could this acting be believable to the audience if it wasn't real, how could

the audience get into the scene?

On the other side, more than a hundred spirit beasts and Ancient Gods were

already in a mess, all of them were using their best tactics, they were all desperate.

Chapter 2116



Especially when they heard that this side had completely imploded, they were even more at ease
with the great battle.

Unbeknownst to them, they were simply communicating with each other in code

about what techniques they should use to cook those white-eyed wolf races later, if they didn't
have an appetite for the Ancient God race, otherwise, the Ancient God race would have been

included in their menu.

Lin Ruoshi, in particular, had originally scolded the white cat, but as she did so,
tears flowed down from the corners of her mouth indisputably.

In Lin Ruoshi's eyes, there are only two kinds of things in the world, those that can
be eaten and those that cannot.

And those white-eyed wolves fighting for their lives are, in Lin Ruoshi's eyes and
tears, all a gourmet dish of various colours that move.

High-end ingredients often require the most unpretentious of cooking styles, and
the kids next door are crying with cravings!

"No dad, aren't we forgetting something na?" Lin Ruoshi reacted, no, apart from
Lin Yin and Zhao Chen who they had saved, it seemed that there were two humans still alive,
right?



Oh my god, did dad even care about those two friends for the sake of food, bared,
delicious has magic power ah.

Ye Yu also snapped to attention and asked Lin Hao in a whisper, "Captain Lin,
there should still be two survivors, since they're fighting so feverishly without noticing us, let's
hurry and sneak away to save them."

This five-member squad, in addition to the defected Xiao Mu, there is also Chen
Kai that lewd man has not been found ah, although this person is a bit cheap, lewd, plus the
summons is also pitiful so memory point, but at least is a teammate is not it?

"What's the point of looking for them? Aren't they right here? How else would I

have the leisure to tease these two-hares?" Lin Hao said with a carefree expression.

Everyone looked at Lin Hao with a dumbfounded expression, and Lin Hai just

reacted that they couldn't sense it.

Lin Hao had told them that the two surviving humans were nearby and were
probably watching the show from the periphery or thinking of how to come to their rescue, and
Lin Hao had sensed those two as soon as they arrived here.

I'm afraid they were also thinking of saving Lin Yin and Zhao Chen, but they let
Lin Hao get the jump on them. At present, Lin Hao had conceded that the situation was unknown,
so they wouldn't dare to go forward easily, right?



After all, this group of thespians' performance just now really made people take it

seriously.

If it wasn't for the fact that he sensed that the other two survivors were nearby and
didn't look like they were in any danger, otherwise Lin Hao wouldn't have had the leisure to tease
these two ha?

Since they had killed humans, they would not be allowed to die, and since they

happened to have the leisure, how could they let these Erha die so easily!

After hearing Lin Hao explain this, everyone was relieved and had once again

teased on? Closed Wu Di Xi Shan Zero Xi Fu? body, performing even harder, and if one watched
carefully one would notice that every time an Ancient God Race powerhouse fell, or aWhite-Eyed
Wolf Race was fucked to death, the tone of their bickering would go up a rung in the ladder.

The battle had been going on for close to an hour now, and both sides had fought

to the point where both sides had lost more than half their lives.

But no one had any heartache, instead they were a little glad that the more deaths
they had, the better chance they had of getting a share of the humans!

Lin Yin and Zhao Chen woke up and were overjoyed to see Lin Hao and Ye Yu.
Although they were still very weak, they were still excited to see their loved ones after coming

back from the dead.



But soon they found out that Lin Hao and his team were cursing with a white cat,
which was very strong, and that theWhite-Eyed Wolves and the Ancient Gods were fighting with

each other.

Ye Yu hurriedly gave a look to his two teammates and explained to each other in
a whisper.

Lin Yin and Zhao Chen both looked at Lin Hao with wide eyes, this captain was
not the devil, was he? He could even think of such a murderous and heartbreaking idea.

The key is that Lin Hao and the others dared to act, and these simpletons also

dared to believe in it.

Lin Hao gave them some heavenly treasures to repair their injuries, so that they
could recover faster by absorbing the spiritual energy of heaven and earth. This Yun Meng Ze is a
place looked after by the gods, and the spiritual energy is also so dense that it is extremely

suitable for cultivation.
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"Stop it all, what are you doing!" An explosive shout that felt quite familiar to Lin Hao rang out.

Immediately afterwards, Lin Hao was surprised to find that the two humans who

had retained his scent were rapidly approaching towards this side.



The sound of this furious shout was deafening, like thunder, and there was also

that strong aura of an early fourth-ranked person coming like a rolling wave.

The strongest person here was only at the late third rank realm. The White-Eyed
Wolves and Ancient Gods stopped their hands and stared at the direction the voice was coming
from with incomparable vigilance.

All they could see was a black and white residual shadow flying from afar, a
dozen metres above the ground.

Seeing this scene, everyone was startled, including Lin Hao and the others as well.

This place possessed a powerful formation, it was simply impossible to fly and
swipe ah, even if they flew, they could only maintain a dozen centimetres above the ground.

Lin Hao's brow furrowed, the Underworld Ancient Clan's lapdogs were here, but
that voice was indeed very familiar.

Soon, the true form of the person who was angrily shouting gradually became

visible.

"How could it be him!" Ye Yu was shocked.



Lin Ruoshi was also incomparably surprised, "It's actually that bad bird man!"

Lin Hao's pupils snapped shut, wasn't this the Silverwing Clan's Gu Tian that he
had killed earlier? He was actually still alive! Not only was he alive, his strength had even gone

up a notch.

However, with Gu Tian's arrival, the temperature around him plummeted, the
black and white light was formed by his silver wings and the Yin Qi around him, although his
silver wings were already almost corroded by the Yin Qi to the point of no return.

The white cat hissed and sucked in a cold breath, "I thought Big Brother had

missed, Big Brother didn't miss, this Gu Tian is indeed dead, but let the monsters of the
Underworld Ancient Clan assimilate him and then turned into this ghostly appearance, he's not
considered alive, yet he's not dead."

"Stop it all!" Gu Tian's wings flapped, allowing him to maintain stagnation while

carrying a pitiful human in one hand, while Gu Tian's face was as gloomy as water, his eyes
looking at the human on his left hand with disgust.

Carried in Gu Tian's hand were none other than the incomparably miserable, yet
non-life-threatening, Yun Feng, the head of the Yun family, and the lecherous man, Chen Kai.

"It's Chen Kai and the Yun family head." Ye Yu and the others breathed a sigh of

relief, but at the same time, they were also worried, that monster draped in black gas always gave
off an ominous aura.



"The monster of the River Styx, hahaha, the Ancient God Clan prides itself on

being a God Clan and is extremely disdainful of the River Styx monsters, and what happens, your
own people have become monsters too, I'm laughing my ass off." Bai Erha was screaming with
glee.

The Ancient God Clan over there, on the other hand, had an incomparably gloomy

face: "Gu Tian, what do you mean! If I didn't have something big to do today, I would have

killed you, the traitor, on the spot!"

A bird man also came out of these ranks, his face extremely ugly: "Gu Tian,
you've already fished out two humans, and you still want to? er Yi Di Xiwu closed Lu Ai?
Looking for death!?"

"Shut up! You pieces of shit!" Gu Tian hated to strangle these stupid pigs, Ma De,
he just came a little late, but it turned out that these pigs were directly fooled by Lin Hao and the

others pretending to be pigs and eating tigers, they were all simply dumber than pigs!

"Gu Tian, you're looking for death!" The surviving strongmen of the Ancient God
Clan, each one of them drew their swords, they were already disgusted by Gu Tian's degradation,
and now Gu Tian actually scolded them, did they really think they had no temper?

"I'm even lifting you up by calling you all trash, you're simply a bunch of stupid
pigs, you're being used and still don't know it!" Gu Tian coldly snorted in disdain, and then

bellowed, "Listen to the orders of the White-Eyed Wolf Clan, Lord Long has ordered that the next
action is to follow the command, otherwise you will be responsible for the consequences!"



"And you pigs, listen to my orders next or die! If you obey the order, you can all
get the inheritance quota, I forgot to tell you, Lord Long holds the power of the quota for the deity
inheritance."

When the white-eyed wolf clan heard Gu Tian say this, they only felt

incomparably funny, they wanted to directly tear Gu Tian alive, only when they heard the title of
Dragon Lord, they all conceded, and Bai Erha also bowed his head extremely reluctantly and

conceded, "Yes, Lord Gu Tian."

Chapter 2118

The Ancient God Clan's side was the same, being scolded by Gu Tian like this, a grumpy bird

man had already rushed out to fuck Gu Tian, but after hearing what Gu Tian said, the means of
attack froze violently, smiled sarcastically and withdrew the attack, saying one after another: all
listen to Young Master Gu Tian's command.

Although they were not happy, what could they do? A deity's inheritance quota
was not worth much compared to face.

Gu Tian looked at Lin Hao with a cold smile, "Haha, Lin Hao, I didn't expect it,
I'm back!"

"Haha, I didn't expect that either." Gu Tian just finished and added another

sentence himself, the same as a retard talking to himself.

Lin Hao's group, including Xiong Er and White Cat, all looked at Gu Tian with a
look like they were looking at a retard.



"Bastard! What kind of eyes are you guys looking at! Looking for death!" Gu Tian
saw the way Lin Hao and the others were looking at him, and sensing the insult, he directly raised
the two hostages in his hands, "I have your men in my hands, kneel down and beg for mercy

immediately, otherwise, I'll get them killed believe it or not!"

This was the two hostages that were specially taken according to the location given
by Long Kai Tian, the combat power of Lin Hao's men made even Gu Tian quite afraid, so he
intended to take some people as hostages and threaten Lin Hao.

The thought of Lin Hao kneeling before him and begging for mercy made him
feel heavenly.

However, Lin Hao's expression remained unchanged as they instead looked at the
hostage he was holding with a look of disgust.

Lin Ruoshi: "Huh~, this uncle's farts stink, don't save him."

Ye Yu, Lin Yin nodded incomparably in agreement, "That's right, this guy is too
lewd, he deserves to be caught."

Zhao Chen was the most excited, "Thank you big brother for catching this scourge
away, we couldn't bear to kill him, big brother you hurry up and kill him, I thank your eight

generations of ancestors."



Gu Tian was dumbfounded, what, what the hell?

Even if you don't save him, you still let me tear up the ticket!

Humans are too horrible, he is not only your kind, but also your friend and

teammate, how dare you let him tear the ticket, simply no humane beast!

"That big brother, either you leave me behind, I'm not picky, just don't let me go
back, they're all devils, oooh." Yun Feng's wretched appearance, coupled with that miserable look,
was simply convincing.

"Haha hiccup, this big brother, I won't go back, but there's really no need to tear

the ticket if you do." Chen Kai finished with an obscene smile, then poofed several farts in a row,
like a series of pearls, and Gu Tian's surroundings were instantly enveloped by an incomparably

thick yellow smoke.

"Vomit ...... you fucking farted all the way and you're still not done! Give me
bear? Zero service Shan love to pick up flicking ground? Hold on." Gu Tian face twisted, a
violent dry vomiting, no way, this road by this goods torture even vomit bile dry, there is really
nothing to vomit.

"Big brother, I'll be with you from now on, light a cigarette for big brother." Yun
Feng was very uptight and took out a cigarette and lighter.

"Crap you don't ......"



A snap, just as quickly.

Boom!

In the end, Gu Tian still didn't have time to stop it, and his features twisted until

they cracked open!

Hostage: big brother begging to be taken in!

Hostage mate: begging big brother to tear the ticket!

Kidnapper Gu Tian: I'll crack in place! In the middle of the Yun Meng Ze, while
Lin Hao and the others were fighting with the dogged lapdogs of the Underworld Ancient Clan to
find a way to rescue the hostages, the outside of the Yin Dragon Pond was already in a mess.

Because no one had entered the Heaven Ascending Ladder Trial Secret Realm for
a long time, the immortal cranes chirped, and the nine dragons pulling the carriage looked up to

the sky and returned to the Heavenly Gate, the Heaven Ascending Ladder slowly dissipated, and
the Yin Dragon Pond once again returned to its original appearance.

Seeing this scene, all those present, whether they were spirit beasts or Ancient
Gods, were stunned. What had happened, the Stairway to Heaven had dissipated!



"Damn, according to the legends, there are only two possibilities for the Heaven
Ascension Ladder to disappear early, one is that all the participants in the trial have failed and died,
the other possibility is that someone has already obtained the qualification to ascend to the
Heavenly Gate and that's why it's like this, now that no one has come out, then the only result is
the former."
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"It's over, my good Da'er, did he die inside the Trial Secret Realm like this?"

"Impossible! How could my family's Lin rather die inside the secret realm of

trials, I don't believe it!" Cat King Rui De let out a long, long meow~!

This meow was full of grief and resignation, he had thought that entering it was a
chance, but he did not expect to bury his good old son's life in it.

The Ancient Gods knew more about the Stairway to Heaven and frowned one after
another, the battle for the Stairway to Heaven would kill people, but definitely not more than half
the casualties, and once the Heavenly Gate was out, there were bound to be suitable deity

inheritors!

Therefore the Heavenly Gate would never leave without actually selecting a deity

inheritor, and it was impossible for a deity inheritor to die in the secret realm.



Besides, even if there were more than half casualties, where were the people?
There was no one in sight.

This scene was too bizarre!

The two Fifth Realm Illusionary Spirit Battle Masters' faces were equally
extremely ugly as the Goddess, escorted by two other Ancient God Race Fifth Realm

powerhouses, went further away? Fuzzy Dye Dye Earth Yi Dye Lu? The distance to communicate

with the Heavenly God Hall seemed to have been placed under some kind of taboo here, making
it impossible to communicate with the Heavenly God Hall at all.

Now the Heaven Ascension Ladder dissipated and the Heavenly Gate closed,
which they had not expected, what had happened?

Not long after, three streams of light came racing from afar, it was none other than
Ah Yao and two other Ancient God Clan powerhouses. When they found the Yin Dragon Pond

restored as before, the scene was in chaos and Ah Yao already understood what had happened.

Ah Yao's powerful aura was released, suppressing the whole scene, "Don't panic,
all of you, the trial is not over, and those who participated in the trial, they are still competing, and
the final winner can go to the Heavenly God Hall in the Misty Forbidden Land to receive the test
of the gods!"

Boom!



Both the Ancient God Race and the Spirit Beasts completely exploded, so it hadn't
ended, although they felt that the sudden closure of the Heavenly Gate was somewhat inexplicable,
but so far, the result was still very good.

Whether it was the Ancient God Race or the Spirit Beast Race, that Misty

Forbidden Land was a true holy place in the Divine Realm, and the Heavenly God Hall was even

a place where the gods lived, and it was no worse than being tested by the Heavenly Gate.

The chaos had finally stopped, but there was still no relief on Ah Yao's pretty face.

The powerful people who had gone with Ah Yao to communicate with the deities
were also bewildered. With Ah Yao present, they were naturally not qualified to pry, let alone to
communicate with the Heavenly God Palace themselves.

"Your Highness the Goddess, things aren't as simple as you say, are they? What

the hell is going on." One of the Ancient God Clan women asked in a whisper.

"Go in and talk." Ah Yao turned around and entered the house, after the four strong
men followed Ah Yao into the house, Ah Yao then told them the truth, the four were all
dumbfounded when they learned the truth, this was the sky falling down!

After waiting for a long time with no result, she had to find a way to communicate

with the Heavenly God Temple, contacting it and learning that the matter was of great importance,
the divine sons and daughters woke up the divine river ancestor again.



He told Ah Yao that the Heavenly Staircase was going to disappear, and that if no
one entered the real secret realm of trials for a long time, the Heavenly Island would automatically
dissipate.

Those Underworld monsters didn't know what means they used to project that the

Heaven Ascension Staircase would appear at the Yin Dragon Pond and had already set it up in
advance, all the trialists had been transported to the fake trial secret realm and had really come

inside the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr, which was already under the control of those monsters, hence
why Ah Yao had lost control of the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr and couldn't return or contact it at all.

It was a conspiracy, a conspiracy against Lin Hao.

Only the divine River Ancestor told Ah Yao to watch and then simply fell into a
deep sleep.

Ah Yao was frantic, watching what to do? How could he do that?What should Lin

Hao do? Would something go terribly wrong?

This was no joke at all!

Lin Hao was the Son of Heaven's Destiny, if he died, it would be a shocking

thunderbolt for the Heavenly God's Hall.

Chapter 2120



"Ao Lie of the Ancient God Clan, requests to see the Goddess, my subordinate has something

important to report!" Inside the room, Ao Yao and several other top powerhouses were frowning

sadly when Ao Lie's endowment suddenly sounded outside the door.

"What is it." Ah Yao adjusted her mood and expression, pushed the door and

walked out.

"In the name of Goddess A Yao, there are many human Illusionary Spirit Masters

from outside the Yin Dragon Pond, there are Illusionary Spirit Battle Masters, Illusionary Spirit
Mages, and Illusionary Spirit Formation Masters, and they, they are not weak." When Ao Lie said

this, he was shocked himself.

The previous Heaven Ascension Grand Competition had seen the appearance of
those ten or so human Illusionary Spirit Masters, which was already refreshing their worldview,
but unexpectedly, another group of human Illusionary Spirit Masters had now appeared, and
crucially, their strength was not bad, and their variety was even more complete than that.

This situation is? The situation is? The situation is really weird.

The few people who heard this news, A Yao, were also shocked, how is it possible,
where did so many human spirit masters emerge again? This is not a good idea, but it is only
recently that human spirit masters have appeared.

Could it be that?



A Yao seemed to have thought of something: "Quickly, take me to see them,
perhaps they are the key to breaking the game this time!"

When Ao Lie saw that Goddess A Yao was so anxious, he didn't dare to be slow
and quickly took A Yao over, and the fact that a group of human powerhouses had come here

caused quite a stir, and after seeing how uncommonly strong these human powerhouses were, they
were even more dismayed.

This group of humans looked similar to a well-trained army, but they were
dressed strangely and each one was very disciplined, with a total of almost as many as seven
hundred people.

The key was that the strength of this group of humans was not low, the worst of
them were in the realm of second-class peak Illusionary Spirit Masters, while the strongest ones
were already fourth-class peak Illusionary Spirit Masters, and the one woman and two men in the
lead were of such strength, fourth-class peak Illusionary Spirit Masters!

The two men were a fat and a thin middle-aged man, the thin man was none other
than Cang Wolf, the leader of the Cang Wolf Brigade, and the other man was Nan Hu, father of
Zhu Qu, the leader of another brigade of the Dragon Group.

The woman, who was guarded by both of them, had cut her hair short but still

couldn't hide her immortal aura, and with her short hair cut she looked even more heroic, sinewy,
and the sharp aura revealed by her body made it impossible to force people to look at her, and
even those strong Fifth Grade Illusionary Spirit Masters looked at the woman with scorn in their
eyes.



This was a division of steel, with orders to act and movements in unison, and such
terrifying strength that together they would have an extremely terrifying ability to destroy.

This woman was no other than Lin Hao and his daughter's beloved Shen Xiyan.

No one knew what Shen Xiyan had gone through during this period of time, but
she had transformed completely.

A total of two Dragon Group brigades entered it, they also took a lot of pains to
converge together, but unfortunately they entered a trial secret realm, although their strength also
skyrocketed, they also paid the price of blood for it.

There are three brigades in total, each divided into 33 squads, each squad has a

standard of 33 people, a total of 1,000 people in a brigade, a large force of 2,000 people, today
there are 700 people survived, just in the secret realm they lost a thousand people.

The remaining two hundred or so were killed by the Ancient Gods or buried in the
belly of the spirit beasts before they could assemble.

They had just come out of the secret realm, not far from the Yin Dragon Pool, and
it was only after Shen Xiyan had ordered someone to explore it that they realised that this was the
scene of the stairway to heaven, along with other human Illusionary Spirit Masters.



These days they had also fully understood that humans in this world could not
become Illusionary Spirit Masters at all, and the appearance of human Illusionary Spirit Masters

that meant there were one of them!

Although it was dangerous, with so many strong indigenous people gathered here,
Shen Xiyan waved her hand in a domineering manner and went to visit their boss and ask for
information!

The Dragon Group survivors had this kind of confidence, not to mention that they
were not afraid under the infection of Shen Xiyan's and the two senior captains' domineering aura,
and they had this confidence in their own strength.
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